Discussion Questions for *The Secret Tree* by Natalie Standiford

1. Why do you think the people of Catonsville share secrets with the Secret Tree instead of with each other?

2. How did you feel when Paz ignores Minty to be with her new friends?

3. Raymond asks Minty not to tell anyone about him and she keeps his secret. Do you think you would have been able to keep his secret? Why or why not?

4. Thea tells Minty that middle school students often try out different personalities. Have you noticed that you or your friends do this?

5. Minty’s secret is, “I don’t want to grow up. Ever.” Why do you think she feels this way?

6. Thea explains that friendships can’t be forced. Discuss what makes your friendships stronger.

7. Why do you think Raymond is nice to Troy even after he sees him being unkind?

8. Why do you think Lennie lets Raymond keep Marcella, her favorite stuffed animal?

9. Do you think it is hard to make new friends and still keep your old ones? Why?

10. Minty believes that if she keeps saying something out loud, it will come true. Do you believe this? Why or why not?